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Retrofitting a Rockshox Stealth Dropper Post to a Liteville Frame
Use of a RockShox Stealth dropper post with the remote cable exiting from the bottom is possible on some Liteville frames
if a suitable hole is drilled. Note: if this hole is made, the warranty for this area of the frame is void. It should also be noted
that the Liteville crash replacement warranty (owner bears partial replacement cost dependent on age of frame). But before
you go ahead, please read the entire below instructions as they contain some important tips.
The hole must be marked in line with the lowest cable
guide and approx. 3mm above the weld.

Before drilling, use a punch to prevent slipping when
drilling.
Now using a 3.5mm drill bit make the first hole.

Then use a 8mm drill bit with very little pressure to
enlarge the hole. The lower edge of the hole should
now ideally overlap with the weld by 1-2mm.
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After drilling it is important to adequately deburr the
hole on the inside and outside. This is best done with a
spoon file. Especially the upper edge is very important
because this is where the remote cable contacts the
frame and can wear if the hole is not sufficiently
deburred. You can test how well the hole is deburred
by inserting a piece of Bowden cable and rubbing it on
the upper edge of the hole. If the Bowden cable does
not show any damage then you know you are good to
go.

The remote cable can now be inserted into the hole
and fixed to the down tube with Liteville tripple cable
holders*.

One more tip: perfectionists can also make the hole vertically elongated (8x9.5mm) in order to make the radius of the cable
larger.
Your Syntace and Liteville team

* Liteville Triple Cable Holders (Part no.: 112025) are available from your Syntace retailer or distributor.
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